
Channel Navigation 

 

~228 spoken words Title card / branding 

Finding channels is quick and easy with your 
New Fios TV! 

Show video playing 

The fastest way is to use your voice… so 
speak up! 
 
Just press and hold the Microphone button 
on your remote and say “Watch ESPN”...or 
name any TV show, movie, or actor! 

 
 
Show voice control finding content via TV 
show name, movie name or actor name. 

You can also browse the Guide to see a list 
of all your channels... 

Show guide 

… which are grouped by Neighborhood.  
 
Neighborhoods are channels grouped by 
genres like ‘Sports’, ‘Kids’ and ‘News’. 
 
 
Neighborhood are personalized just for you, 
based on what you watch. 

Show Guide with Neighborhoods 
 
Show Neighborhoods and these content 
genres. 
 
 
Show this detailed view. 

Quickly jump between neighborhoods by 
pressing and holding the channel up or down 
buttons on your remote.  
 
See...like so. 

Show Neighborhood View. 
 
Show up and down buttons. 
 
 

The Channel Page has programs grouped by 
genre, as well as “catch-up” and “upcoming” 
categories, which allow you to watch 
previously aired shows and see what’s on tap 
for the next few days. 

Show path to the Channel page. 

Rather do it the old fashioned way? Go for it.  
 
Use the Channel List by pressing your 
arrows up or down. 
 
Here, channels are organized by genre and 
alphabetically… 
 
...move left to quickly scan through the letters, 
or right to scroll through each channel. 
 
As shown in your Guide, your most watched 

Show Channel List and pressing up or down 
buttons. 
 
 
 
Show these left and right actions and alpha-
listed channels. 



channels appear at the top of the list.  
 
Well isn’t that convenient? 

The more you use the New Fios, the sooner 
your most watched shows will be ready to 
watch the moment you turn on your TV! 

Show Favorite  

 


